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...GENDER

All nouns are considered 
masculine or feminine

This affects the grammar

There are tricks to know which 
gender a noun is

You can also check easily in a 
dictionary
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an fear mór
an bhean bheag

...INITIAL MUTATION

Sometimes we change the first letter 
of a word, for grammar reasons

Séimhiú is when we add h after a 
consonant to change its sound

Urú is when we eclipse the first letter 
with another letter

 

 

i nDún na nGall
in Donegal

/ih-NOO-nuh-NAL/

A noun can change when 
following another noun

This often indicates possession or 
saying "the X of Y"

It's a tricky topic but there ARE 
rules

Use a dictionary to help

 

 

 

...THE GENITIVE CASE
leabhar an fhir

the man's book
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7-10 - add urú

VSO means Verb-Subject-Object

That means the verb is usually the 
first word in the sentence

Sometimes the sentence structure 
is very different to English.

 

 

...THREE DIALECTS

Munster, Connacht and Ulster

There are some differences in 
pronunciation, grammar and vocab

Try to understand all but speak one

The Official Standard is for 
government documents

 

 

 

...VSO STRUCTURE
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Madra!

Mada!

Madadh!

Léigh mé leabhar
I read a book

...DIFFERENT, BUT CONSISTENT,
SPELLING & PRONUNCIATION

Many consonant or vowel combos 
are not obvious to speakers of other 

languages

The rules are consistent once you 
learn them, however

Think of examples you already know, 
like Irish names

Online dictionaries and other 
resources have audio files

 

 

 

Seán
/shawn/

Sinéad
/shin-ade/
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It can be hard to learn to speak the Irish language. And you 
want to speak it confidently, right?

Gaeilge Gach Lá is our motto at Bitesize Irish. We have been 
helping Irish language learners since 2010. Our staff are 
fluent and passionate Irish language speakers.

This cheat sheet is based on "Bunchlocha" for Explore and 
Grow members, which gives you concise reference to key 
Irish language concepts. Sign up now to Explore or Grow:

www.bitesize.irish/memberships/

Please share this PDF with your fellow 
Irish language learners.
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